
HASHIT 
 

 

Run No: 1702    

Hare: Teflon   
Where: Sherwood Ave, Kooringal 

When: 14 April 2008 
 

 

Due to the school holidays a slightly smaller than usual pack turned 

up for Teflon’s maiden run in order to sample the delights of what 

kooky Kooringal has to offer. 

 

With great expectations and enthusiasm the pack set off.  Well, 

most of the pack anyway.   The rest of us slackers were too busy 

gossiping instead, only to realise after about 3 blocks that we had 

run out of trail.  Frantically we ran this way and that trying to regain 

the trail.  OK, Boom Box ran, but the rest of us genuinely did try to 

find the way.  OK, we looked for about 10 minutes and then decided 

to head to the pub.  

 

It turns out that Monday night is bin night in Kooringal and several 

markers were unavoidably hidden from view.  But we weren’t the only 

ones that lost our way.  Denco also fell foul to the “bin placed over 

the strategic trail marker” dilemma, and he was hopelessly lost also. 

 

 



Unwisely assuming that trail just might appear before his eyes if he 

headed towards the Kooringal hotel, Denco made a bee line for the 

pub also.  But somehow in an uncharacteristic display, which I am 

still yet to fathom, he did not stick his head inside, otherwise he 

would have seen all our happy smiling faces. 

 

With concern that we might get a collective DHOTW award for 

losing trail, the pub slackers decided to keep hush hush about our 

misfortunate attempt at Teflon’s run, only for Boom Box to go 

straight to the GM and ask him where the trail really went.  But 

there was no need for alarm, the award had already been allocated 

to Hooka for driving to hash without her lights on. 

 

 

Up Cumming Runs/Events 
 

Run 

Number  

Date  Hare  Where??  

1703 21/4/08 Garbo William Farrer Hotel  

1704 28/4/08 Sheepshunter 2/74 Brookong Ave  

1704 5/5/08 Nowra 57 Beckwith Street 

 

 Gold Coast Mixed Hash 1500th Run 17 - 19th October 2008 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



Hash Trash 

 

 
 
A  Fair Dinkum  Aussie Love Story equal to Romeo and Juliet.  

 

Daryl is driving over the West Gate Bridge one day when he sees his  

girlfriend Shazza about to throw herself off.  

 

Daryl slams on the brakes and yells:  

 

"Shazza what the blazes d'ya think ya doing?"  

 

Shazza turns around with a tear in her eye and says:  

  

"G'day Daryl. You got me pregnant, so now I'm gonna kill meself".  

Daryl gets a lump in his throat when he hears this.  

 

"Shazza", he says  

  

"Fair dinkum not only are ya a top root but you're a real sport too"  

  

and drives off. 



Experts thought the infamous Crackatinni tribe had been wiped out years ago... 

until researchers stumbled upon a small cluster of tribe members in the middle 

of the harsh Australian outback. The researchers were forced to approach 

quietly, lest they scare the inhabitants away before getting a chance to 

photograph them in their natural state... 

 

 
 
 


